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Interrelationships between spatial ortho-cartesian coordinates
and nondimensional spatial numerical coefficients

The article is an extension of the suggestion published earlier on determination of the relative
position of a point. Introduction of formulas to convert ortho-Cartesian coordinates of points to
nondimensional numerical coefficients alongside reverse converting formulas is the main part of the
thesis. The said formulas have been completed with demonstrative examples that verify the correctness
thereof.

Each posttion will always associate with the position itself being referred to a certain
element according to which it is being determined. The position of a point being referred to an
assumed coordinate system and described by means of the measures of appropriate quantities is
not always directly useful. The determined positions of points generally make up a starting
basis for further proceedings; they may be for example compared. Alongside periodical
comparison of points' positions, approached within a single system of reference and belonging
to a single geometrical structure of the researched object, done to determine dislocations, it is
possible to compare the positions of the points that belong to separate structures. Regardless of
a certain specific case of such proceedings, closely connected with the designed position of
points being associated with the accomplishment thereof, and leading to deviation
determination direct comparison of positions of points, specified within separate systems of
reference and belonging to geometrical structures differing from one another, leads merely to
determination of obvious, absolute differences of coordinates and their derivatives. As such,
they cannot be objects of considerable interest, as opposed to differences or ratios of measures
of various homogenous quantities, pertaining to mutually corresponding points of physical
objects compared with one another. Within such structures it is usually possible to point out a
certain number of reference points that might be directly identified, and which, in tum, due to
certain reasons - their position in particular, might be regarded as corresponding to one
another. Positions of the other points may be consequently determined according to such ones.
Description of the position of a point by means of nondimensional numerical coefficients
makes it possible to identify the points that are characterized by an identical relative position as
corresponding to one another.

In the tentative description of the relative position of a point, published in the quarterly
Geodezja i Kartografia (No. 1-2, 1999), appropriate coefficients have been specified with
particular regard to the significance of the specific property of such a position, which
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consists in the fact that it does not depend on actual interrelationships between points of 
reference. The analytical part, pertaining to the three coefficients that describe positions of 
points within three-dimensional space, has been restricted down to the necessary general 
dependences. 

The purpose of this is to derive detailed formulas to convert the ortho-Cartesian coordinates 
of reference points and the determined point to nondimensional numerical coefficients, as well 
as formulas meant for reverse conversion. 

The values of numerical coefficients b, c, v may be calculated with the help of coordinates 
of point Q (Fig. l ), which is the trace of a straight line passing through point M, parallel to edge 
T W of tetrahedron of reference, upon plane of reference L P T. The coordinates of that point 
might be described by the already known formulas, which in a slightly modified form will look 
thus: 

( 1) 

where: 

VQ = Aslrw + Bs mrw + Csnnv (2) 

and: 

(3) 

and consenquently: 

(4) 

Coefficients of general equations of three planes P T W, Tl W and L P T, occurring in the 
foregoing formulas, the planes having been marked with successive numbers l, 4 and 5, are 
determined by the following dependence": 

• They may be easily derived starting from determinanta! form of the said planes and successive calculation of the 
values thereof. 
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A1 = yr(zw -zp)+ Y?(zr -zw)+ Yw(zp -zr) 
B1 = zr(xw -xp )+ zp(xr -xw )+ zw(xp -xr) 
C, = xr(yw - Y?)+xp(yr -yw )+xw(YP -yr) 
D1 = xr(ypzw - YwZp )+ Yr(zpxw -zwxp )+ zr(XpYw -XwYP) 

A4 = YL(zw -zr )+ yr(zL -zw)+ Yw(zr -zL) 
B4 = zL(xw -xr )+zr(xL -xw )+zw(xr -xL) 
C4 = xL(Yw - Yr )+xr(YL - Yw )+xw(Yr - YL) 
D4 = XL (yrzw - YwZr )+ YL (zrxw -zwxr )+ zL (xrYw -xw Yr) 

As= yp(zr -zL)+ yr(zp -zr )+ Yr(zL -zp) 
Bs = zp(xr -xi}+ zL(xp -xr )+ zr(xL - Xp) 
Cs= xp(Yr - YL)+ xL(YP - Yr )+xr(yl - YP) 
Ds = xp(yLzr - YrZL )+ Yp(zlxT - zrxJ+ zp(xLYr - xr YL) 

(5) 

Geometrical constructions connected with determination of coefficients b, c, v, i.e. 
affiliation, parallelism, mutual elements and proportionality, are the so called parallel 
projection invariants. This property makes it possible to simplify derivation of formulas. It also 
enables separate approach to components of distances which are parallel projections upon 
planes formed by appropriate pairs of axes (x, y), (y, z) and (z, x) of the assumed spatial system 
of rectangular coordinates. . 

Taking into consideration the earlier deliberations, we will now derive formulas of 
coefficients bQ and cQ, which describe the position of point Q upon plane L P T. Quotients of 
segment lengths will be replaced by quotients of abscissas increments at selected flat reference 
system (x, y} corresponding to them. Therefore 

quotient 

will be replaced by abscissas quotient 

XQ-Xl 
---=bQ 
XK -XL 

(6) 
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quotient 

will be replaced by abscissas quotient 

(7) 

Egually well one might make use here of ordinate y increment quotient or altitudinal 
ordinate z quotient. 

Abscissa of point K occurring in formulas (6) and (7) will be obtained after a system of 
equations of straight lines passing through points LQ and PT has been solved. It looks thus: 

YT -yp ( ) YK-yp= xK-xP 
Xr -Xp 

(8) 

After subtracting by sides and appropriate transformations the following will be obtained: 

(9) 

After right side of equation (9) has been substituted for formula (6), and after 
transformation, the following will be obtained: 
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Flat coordinates of system (y, z) and (z, x) having been used, followed by exchange of 
appropriate coordinates in the foregoing formula and its slight transformation, three versions of 
it will be obtained. As a results three alternative formulas will be at our disposal to calculate 
coefficient bQ. 
Besides: 

therefore: 

for 

or 

for 

or 
(zł -zQ)(xr -xp)-(xL -xQ)(zr -zp)

bQ = bM = --~------~~-- 
(xp -xL)(zr -zL)-(zp -zL)(xr -xL)

for 

(10) 

Next in the right side of equation (9) is substituted for formula (7), after transformations the 
following will be obtained: 

After further transformations and taking into account the possibility to exchange 
coordinates x, y fory, z and z, x, the following will be successively obtained: 
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(ył - YQ)(xp -xł)-(YL - YQ)(Yp - Ył)
QQ =QM=

(xł -xQ)(Yr - yp)-(YL -yQ)(xT -xp)

for (xł -xQ)(YT - Yp) cf. (YL - YQ)(xT -xp)

or 
(zł -zQ)(yp - YL)-(ył - YQ)(zp -zł)

QQ =QM=
(yl - YQ)(zT -zp)-(zł -zQ)(yT - Yp)

( 11) 
for (ył - YQ)(zT - Zp) * (zł -zQ)(YT - Yp)

or 
(xL -xQ)(zp-zł)-(zł -zQ)(xp -xł)

QQ =QM=
(zł -zQ)(xT-xp)-(xł -xQ)(zT-zp)

for (zł -zQ)(xT-xp)cf.(xł -xQ)(zT-zP)

The right sides of equation (IO) and ( 11) having been multiplied by each other, three 
versions of formula for cQ=cM will be obtained, according to which: 

for 

or 

for 

or 

for 

(12) 

Formulas for the remaining coefficient, i.e.)M and vM, might be expressed also as functions 
of two selected coordinates, e.g. x, y.
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A triple description of each coefficient provides not merely a possibility of choice, but - if 
the necessary supernumerary data in the form of a third coordinate are at our disposal - makes 
it possible to control calculations. 

Quotient of lengths of segments Q Mand T W having been substituted by quotients of appropriate 
coordinates, three version of the formula to calculate coefficient vMwill be obtained. 

or 
YM -yQ 

VM = 
Yw-Yr 

or (13) 

for Yw "# Yr 

Presentation of the foregoing formulas in a form characterized by the same structure as formulas 
(10) and (12) is possible, it would not be advisable however, to apply them. The possibility to 
describe the position of a point by means of nondimensional numerical coefficients should be 
merely regarded as a proof of a certain coherence of the suggestion in question. 

Below there is a numerical example of conversion of Cartesian coordinates, four points of 
reference L, P, T, W and point to be determined M, to nondimensional numerical coefficients. 
The necessary data have been listed below in Table l. The drawing is a geometrical 
interpretation of the operation and the results thereof. 

Tab Ie l 

Data 

Points 
l p T w M 

X l 3 5 5 2.5 
y l 5 3 3 2.5 
z o 2 2 6 2.0 

z V 

C, 

o 
"' 
VM=Q.25 

y (.) ~ LJ) t: y 
N 
ci 
li 
J 
li 
o 
(.) 

Fig. I 
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The following will be successively calculated: 
A1 = 3(4) + 5(-4) + 3(0) = -8 A4 = 1(4) + 3(-6) + 3(2) = -8 
B1 = 2(2) + 2(0) + 6(-2) = -8 B4 = 0(0) + 2(-4) + 6(4) = 16 
C, = 5(-2) + 3(0) + 5(2) = O C4 = 1(0) + 5(-2) + 5(2) = O 
D1 = 5(24) + 3(-8) + 2(-16) = 64 D4 = 1(12) + 1(-20) + 0(-3) = -8 

As= 5(2) + 1(0) + 3(-2) = 4 
Bs = 2(4) + 0(-2) + 2(-2) = 4 
Cs= 3(2) + 1(2) + 5(-4) = -12 
Ds= 3(2) + 5(-2)+2(-2) = -8 

In accord with formulas (4): 

liw = B,C4 -B4C1 = O 
mrw = A4C1 -A,C4 = O 
nrw = B0, -B1A4 = 16 (-8)-(-8)(-8)=-192 

Applying formulas (2) and (3), the following may be calculated: 

The foregoing values having been substituted for formulas (1) the following will be obtained: 

As the included data table implies xw = x-and Yw = yr.This means that edge T W is parallel 
to axis z of the coordinate system. Due to that ordinates z will be necessary to calculate 
coefficient vu- The following will be successively calculated: 

b _ b _ f( ) _ (O- 1)(3- 5)-(1- 2.5)(2- 2) _ O 5 Q - M - z,y - - .
(5-1)(2-0)-(2-0)(3-1) 

the following to be checked: 

b -b -J( )-(1-2.5)(3-5)-(1-2.5)(5-3)_05 Q - M - x,y - - . 
(5 -1)(5 -1)- (3 -1)(3 -1) 

next: 

_ -J( )_(1-2.5)(2-0)-(0-1)(5-1)_025 CQ - CM - z,y - - .
(5-1)(2-0)-(2-0)(3-1) 
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the following to be checked: 

_ -J( )- (1-2.5)(3-1)-(1-2.5)(5-1) _025 CQ - CM - X,y - - . 
(5 -1)(5 -1)-(3 -1)(3 -1) 

also: 

and finally: 

aM = cu : bM = 0.25:0.5 = 0.5 

Determination of positions of the points whose relative position has been determined earlier 
consists in coefficients b, c, v to be converted to coordinates within a system of reference 
points. The coordinates of those points, alongside the already mentioned values of 
nondimensional numerical coefficients, are the input data for such calculations. 

The general form of formulas for coordinates XM and y M will be derived from the selected 
version of formulas describing coefficients bQ and CQ· It should be borne in mind that although 
the numerical values of cofficients bQ and cQ describing position of points according to points 
L, P and Tare identical for points Q and M, equality of coordinates will not be accordingly thus 
implied whatsoever. 

Thus the following may be written: 

(14) 

The foregoing system of equations having been solved, the following will be obtained: 

xQ :x, +bQ(x, -x,}+co(x, -x,) l 
YQ -YL +biyp - YL)+cQ(yT - Yp) 

Equations (13) having been transformed, the following will be obtained in tum: 

xM =vM(xw-xT)+xQ} 
Y M = v M (Yw - YT)+ Y Q 

zM =vM(zw-zr)+zQ 

(15) 

(16) 
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After appropriate substitutions and transformations the following will be obtained: 

xM=xL + bQ(Xp-xL) + cQ(Xr-Xp) + vM(xw-xr) 

YM = YL + bQ(yP - YL) + cQ(yr- yp) + VM(yw- Yr) 

and 

Since bQ = bQ and cQ = cM, the final form of formulas to - convert nondimensional 
coefficients bM, cM vM to Cartesian coordinates xM, YM, zM may be written as follows: 

(I 7) 

Equations ( 11) imply that: 

Comparing the right sides of formulas ( 18) and (I) we will obtain the following: 

( 19) 

Coefficients Vx ; Vy ; Vz having been substituted for by expressions described by 
Q Q Q 

formulas (3), after transformation the following will be obtained: 

for [TW 'F 0 

for mrw * O 
(20) 

The foregoing formulas determine the relationships between the coordinates of point M, 
and - as such - may be alternatively applied while controlling the correctness of appropriate 
calculations. The use of formulas (17) and (20) has been illustrated by an example for which 
numerical data have been taken from the previous example to specify them in Table 2. 
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Table 2

Data
Points

L p T w bg=bM cg=cM VM

X 1 3 5 5

y I 5 3 3

z ·o 2 2 6 

0.5 0.25 0.25

Thus the following may be calculated:

XM = 1.0 + 0.5(3-1) + 0.25(5-3) + (0.25)(5-5) = 2.5
YM= I.O+ 0.5(5-1) + 0.25(3-5) + (0.25)(3-3) = 2.5
ZM =O.O+ 0.5(2-0) + 0.25(2-2) + (0.25)(6--2) = 2.0

Correctness of calculations will be checked by means of the following dependence:

Substituting data from the table and numerical values calculated earlier, i.e.:

As=4

as well as:

Bs = 4 Cs= -12 Ds =-8 and nrw=-192 VQ= 2304

VM= 0.25 zw-zr= 4 

we may write the following:

4 X 2.5 + 4 X 2.5 -12 X 2- 8 = 0·25
X

4x 2304
-192

thereore: -12=-12
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Współzależności współrzędnych ortokartezjańskich przestrzennych i bezwymiarowych przestrzennych
współczynników liczbowych

Streszczenie

Artykuł stanowi rozszerzenie opublikowanej wcześniej propozycji, dotyczącej określenia względnego położenia
punktu. Zasadniczą część pracy zajmuje wyprowadzenie wzorów do przeliczania ortokartezjańskich współrzędnych
punktów na bezwymiarowe wspólczynniki liczbowe oraz wzorów do przeliczeń w stronę odwrotną. Wzory te
uzupełniono poglądowymi przykładami weryfikującymi ich poprawność.

Jlex Ilumons

3aBHCHMOCTb opTOL1e1<:apTOBblX npocrpancrseuasrx KOOPLIHHaT H 6e3pa3MepHbIX npoCTpaHCTBeHHblX 

'IHCJJOBblX K03(j>(j>HL1HeHTOB 

PeJIOMe

Crarss J1B1rneTCJ1 pacuiapeaaea pansnre onyórnrxoaaauoro npeL1noJKeHHJ1, xacarouierocs onpeneneuas
0THOCHTenbH0ro nonoJKeHHJI TO'IKH. OcHOBHaJI '!aCTb paćoru aro BhIBe.!(eHHe QJOPMYfl MJI nepeaona opronexaprossrx
K0Op.!(HHaT B fieapaavepasre 'IHCn0Bbie K03Q)Q)HIIHeHTI,I, a TaKJKe cpopMyn .!(flll oóparnux Bbl'IHCneHHH. 3TH cpopMynhI
.!(0DOnHeHbl HarnJl.!(HblMH npnvepava, nposepmoumaa KOppeKTH0CTb 3THX cpopMyn.


